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v5k2c2.com
news about cooze that's always �t to print

Tales from Degenerate Hollywood

Will Smith’s confused son, Jaden, wears a dress to school

One has to wonder about California in general, and Hollywood in particular. Why are

people in the �lm industry so bizarre?

Here’s Terry Crews to talk about his own experience, as part of the #MeToo

movement.

https://v5k2c2.wordpress.com/
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Terry Crews complete opening statement (C-SPAN)Terry Crews complete opening statement (C-SPAN)

Crews is making a feminist speech, but he uses religious language throughout… the

“cult” of rape… “a ritual” to illustrate who held the power…

It’s enough to make a man wonder what he is actually trying to communicate, in the

subtext.

While I’m not sure I buy the organized Satanism angle, I have no doubt as to the

existence of the “casting couch.” It’s also easy to argue that Hollywood insiders

have far too much money and political power.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZtI4eH1U2rY
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11 thoughts on “Tales from Degenerate Hollywood”

earl

2018-12-09 at 16:49

I’d be a little confused to if my father did this to me.

Something tells me Hollyweird is all about who you can have power and control

over…and usually things like sodomy, sexual abuse, and controlling an

actor/actresses lifestyle and fame is how they do it.

Author: Boxer
Sinister All-Male Dancer. Secret King of all Gamma Males. Member of Frankfurt School. Your
Fave Contrarian! View all posts by Boxer

 Boxer 2018-12-09 General Nonsense/ /
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h0neyc0mb

2018-12-09 at 16:50

Hmmmmm ..

http://www.dailyadvent.com/index.php/2018/11/13/will-smiths-son-jaden-comes-

out-as-gay-reveals-his-boyfriend-video/

Both his parents are swingers so .. why would it ..

(surprise surprise surprise) .. anyone that in a sicko world of LA / Holley-Wired ..

where your parents are a grade A freak show .. that you would end up normal.

I don’t have a dawg in this �ght .. but he looks queer to me .. jus’ sayin’

earl

2018-12-09 at 20:18

More tales from men about degenerate single mothers.

https://themalefactor.com/2018/12/09/what-happens-when-you-marry-a-

single-mom/

We need something like the DARE program for drugs only for single mothers.

If you see a single mother, stop, turn around, walk away, tell an adult.

necron48

2018-12-09 at 21:38
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Any “father” who allows his son to wear a dress to school is just as much a faggot or

at the very least, a fag enabler, then the kid doing it

I have lost all respect for Will Smith for abusing his son like he did, and yes, allowing

your son to dress in a skirt is child abuse in my opinion

Heidi

2018-12-10 at 08:43

So is this LW a troll, or is she truly this clueless?

“Dear Cheryl: In my freshman year of college, my roommate and I started

discussing sex, etc. We both liked to party, and we bet on who could get the most

guys in a year. I know, very immature, but we were young. To make a long story

short, I won the contest. By junior year, I had slept with over 300 guys.

“I now have HIV and herpes. On top of that, I experience debilitating anxiety when

I’m out. I feel like people recognize me and know my reputation. It’s very

embarrassing. I’ve been alone for over �ve years and only been with women for the

past two years. I have a nasty resentment toward men because of what they did to

me. — Sorry for Everything”

https://www.arcamax.com/healthandspirit/lifeadvice/talesfromthefront/s-2154705

Bad men! Bad men! Look what you did to this poor thing; turned her into a lesbian

with STDs/

Heidi

2018-12-10 at 08:46

Also, this LW is de�nitely a troll, and I think he did a nice job of making Amy rise to

the bait:

https://lazymothermusings.wordpress.com/
https://href.li/?https://www.arcamax.com/healthandspirit/lifeadvice/talesfromthefront/s-2154705
https://lazymothermusings.wordpress.com/
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https://www.arcamax.com/healthandspirit/lifeadvice/askamy/s-2152242

(Tl;dr: Man asks if him sleeping with a drunk woman who comes onto him while

naked means he’s guilty of assault; reveals that the woman is his wife of 25 years.

Amy says she realizes this letter is fake, then scolds him and tells him that he would

indeed be a rapist in such a situation.)

h0neyc0mb

2018-12-10 at 09:11

Oh .. look .. who knew ..

https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/women/masculine-competence-faces-

gender-bias-study-association-for-psychological-science-a8675686.html

I bet the next they will say is your posture is an important visual que too.

earl

2018-12-10 at 12:11

@Heidi…

The story of that THOT is a great example of winning the battle and losing several

wars.

earl

2018-12-10 at 12:13

@honeycomb…

https://href.li/?https://www.arcamax.com/healthandspirit/lifeadvice/askamy/s-2152242
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I do enjoy stories or studies that keep proving reality is sexist. News�ash…men and

women aren’t equal in the sense of sameness. Women are not men with boobs.

earl

2018-12-12 at 13:52

Latest from Lori…I fully expect the ‘equality’ crowd to austicially screech in the very

near future.
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The Transformed Wife 
@godlywomanhood · Follow

Live generously! 

2:47 PM · Dec 12, 2018

37 Reply Copy link

Read 33 replies

Heidi

2018-12-13 at 13:44

This made me sick. Sick sick sick.
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https://pulpitandpen.org/2018/12/13/mother-makes-facebook-post-to-her-baby-

explaining-why-she-just-aborted-them/

Maybe it’s not real. I’d love to think not. Unfortunately, I have no problem believing

it.
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